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We assume the method and apparatus of Meth8/VŁ4 with Tautology as the designated proof value, F as
contradiction, N as truthity (non-contingency), and C as falsity (contingency). Results are a 16-valued
truth table in row-major and horizontal, or repeating fragments of 128-tables for more variables.
LET

p, q, r, s, t: P, a, b, c, d; ~ Not, ¬; + Or; & And, ∧, " ·"; \ Not And, |;
> Imply, greater than; = Equivalent; @ Not Equivalent, ≠;
# necessity, for all or every; % possibility, for one or some; (p=p) T; ~(p>p) p≤p.
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"McGee focuses on one of these origins, namely the notion of conditional probability
as axiomatized by Karl Popper (1959, appendix). A Popper function on a language L
for the classical sentential calculus is a function P: L×L → R, where R denotes the real
numbers, which obeys the following axioms:
1.1 For any a and b, there exist c and d with P(a | b) ≠ P(c | d)
#(q&r)>(%(s&t)&((p&(q\r))@(p&(s\t)))) ; TTTT TTCC TTTT TTCC

(1.2)

2.1 If P(a | c) = P(b | c), for every c, then P(d | a) = P(d | b), for every d
(#s&((p&(q\s))=(p&(r\s))))>(#t&((p&(t\q))=(p&(t\r)))) ;
TTTN TNTT TTTT TTTT

(2.2)

TTTF TFTT TTTF TFTT

(3.2)

FFFF FFFF FFFT FFFF

(4.2)

(p&((q&r)\s))=((p&(q\(r&s)))&(p&(q\s))) ; TTTT TTTT TTTF TTTT

(5.2)

TTTT TTTT CCCT CTCC,

3.1 P(a | a) = P(b | b)
(p&(q\q))=(p&(r\r)) ;
4.1 P(a ∧b | c) ≤ P(a | c)
~((p&((q&r)\s))>(p&(q\s)))=(p=p) ;
5.1 P(a ∧b | c) = P(a | b ∧c)·P(b | c)

6.1 P(a | b) + P(¬a | b) = P(b | b), unless P(b | b) = P(c | b) for every c
~(#s&((p&(r\r))=(p&(s\r))))>(((p&(q\r))+(p&(~q\r)))=(p&(r\r))) ;
TTTT TFTF TTTT TNTN

Axiom (5.1) is crucial and older than its use in Popper's theory. It goes back at least to
Jeffreys' work where it is in turn presented as W. E. Johnson's product rule (see

(6.2)

Jeffreys 1961, p. 25). Contemporary the product rule has been called also the
multiplication axiom. Now, with the help of this notion of conditional probability, we
can define a new form of Adams's hypothesis:
Improved Adams Hypothesis
[7.1] P(a > c) = P(c | a), where both a and c are factual or conditional-free
sentences"
(p&(q>s))=(p&(s\q)) ;

TTTF TTTF TTTF TTTF

(7.2)

Eqs. 1.2-7.2 as rendered are not tautologous. This means the probability axioms of Popper and McGee
and the improved hypothesis of Adams are refuted.

